THURSDAY: 01.11.2018: NATIONAL

05.27  Signature Image – National
05.27.30 Vande Mataram – National
05.30  Suprabhat- Classical Vocal Recital, Artist- Ustad Iqbal Ahmed Khan, Raag- Jaunpuri - DD Archives
06.00  National Programme Music – [Carnatic Classical Veena by S. Sundar] – DDK Chennai
06.29.50 Thought for the Day – Aaj ka vichar
06.30  Yogabhyas (Artist- Yamini Muthanna) (Source– DDK Chennai) Ep. 09/26
07.00  Cine Sangeet Ep. 150
08.00  Ye Hai India Meri Jaan Ep. 23/26 (Pt.- A)
08.30  Nai Drishti Nai Raah: Series Ep. 1358/1404
08.57  Spot – Vigilance Awareness (Source– DDK Delhi)
09.00  Kashmirnama
09.30  Yog Vigyan Ep. 42/42
10.00  New India Sankalp – DDK Delhi (repeat)
10.30  Contd…
10.57  Spot – Vigilance Awareness (Source– DDK Delhi)
11.00  Ziro Festival (Source – DDK Itanagar) Ep. 03/04
11.30  Contd…
12.00  Kashmakash Zindagi Ki Ep. 203/577
12.30  Aye Dil-E-Nadan Ep. 227/228
13.00  Khwabon Ke Darmiyaan Ep. 56/305
13.30  Zindagi Ek Bhanwar Ep. 46/335
13.57  Spot – Vigilance Awareness (Source– DDK Delhi)
14.00  Waah Kya Taste Hai Ep. 87
14.30  Shama Ep. 217/390
15.00  Galli Galli Sim Sim: Children Series Ep. 74
15.30  Galli Galli Sim Sim: Children Series Ep. 75
16.00  Good Evening India

Ministry of Defence Campaign for – Armed Forces Flag Day-2018
(1st November to 31st December)
Guest : Major General K.S.Parihar (Retd.)
- 2nd Mental Health Festival organized by Mental Health Foundation (India), AIIMS – A Report
- Indian Cinema on the Threshold to International Cinema Awards
  Guest: Sh. Manoj Srivastav, Writer, Director, Producer
- Raising Day of ITBP- 2018- A Report
  Anchor: Ms. Jaishree Sethi
  Producer: Praveen Kumar

16.55  SOS
17.00  Batein Filmon Ki – Film based programme
  बातें फिल्मों की
17.25  SOS
17.30  Waah Kya Taste Hai  Ep. 27
  वाह क्या टेस्ट है
17.55  SOS
17.57  Spot – Vigilance Awarness (Source – DDK Delhi)
18.00  New India Sankalp – Live from DDK Delhi Ep. 88
  [Topic:  Sardar Patel – The Icon of Unity]
  Guests: 1. Prof. Dr. Ravindra Kumar (Padmashri)
  2. Sh. Shakti Sinha, Director, Nehru Memorial
  3. Sh. Prabhubhai Nagarbhavi Vasava, Member of Parliament, Lok Sabha, Bardoli, Gujarat
  Anchor- Nidhi Kumar
  Prod.- Vinod Malhotra
18.30  Live Contd…
18.55  Vaishnav Jan Song  (Greece)
19.00  Thursday Drama Hindi Feature Film: “Sargoshiyan”: casting- Imran Khan, Alok Nath, Farida Jalal etc.- [Director: Imran Khan]
20.00  Film Contd….  
21.00  The Legends (History of Dilip Kumar) (Source– DDK Delhi) (Voiceover- English)
21.30  Batein Filmon Ki – Film based programme [repeat of 01.11.2018 at 17.00 hrs.]
  बातें फिल्मों की
21.57  Spot – Vigilance Awarness (Source– DDK Delhi)
22.00  New India Sankalp – DDK Delhi Ep. 88 (repeat)
22.30  Contd…
23.00  National Programme of Dance - [Kathakali by Sadhanam Raman Kutty]  (Source DDK Thiruvananthapuram)
23.30  Rangoli – Telecast from Mumbai  
  रंगोली

**02.11.2018: FRIDAY**
00.00  Kashmakash Zindagi Ki  Ep. 203/577
00.30  Aye Dil-E-Nadan  Ep. 227/228
01.00  Khwabon Ke Darmiyaan  Ep. 56/305
01.30  Zindagi Ek Bhanwar  Ep. 46/335
02.00  Waah Kya Taste Hai  Ep. 87
02.30  Shama  Ep. 217/390
03.00  Kashmirnama
03.30  Suprabhat- Classical Vocal Recital, Artist- Ustad Iqbal Ahmed Khan, Raag- Jaunpuri- DD Archives  
  Yogabhayas (Artist- Yamini Muthanna) Source – DDK Chennai Ep. 09/26
04.30  National Programme Music [Carnatic Classical Veena by S. Sundar] Source– DDK Chennai
05.00  Aaradhna